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Pardalis & Nohavicka is a full service law firm based in New York City with offices

in Manhattan, Queens, Long Island, and New Jersey. 

Our firm handles an eclectic array of matters representing individuals and business

owners in: Civil Litigation, Trademark Services, Business Transactions, Intellectual

Property Protection, Employment Law, Real Estate, and Criminal Law. 

Our clients range from entrepreneurs at their early stages, to a well established

business owner with a global reach.
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Counsel to innovative companies, start-ups, and brands around the world.
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THE BUSINESS PLAN

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Starting a small business or startup can seem like a daunting

task that leaves you wondering where to start. 

The best place to begin is by creating an executive summary

which is essentially your business’s calling card. You must

include it and clearly state the problem” your business solves.



Your mission statement

A summary of the company’s legal structure and ownership,

company history

Location

START WITH A COMPANY OVERVIEW CLEARLY
OUTLINING:

Explain the core of what you are trying to achieve and detail

the problem you are solving, how you are solving it, your

competition and your edge.

It is essential to include the technologies you are using,

intellectual property that you own, and what you plan to

build.

YOUR COMPANY’S PRODUCTS & SERVICES

TIMELINE



PETER DIAMANDIS

Dematerialization,
Demonetization &

Democratization
SCALING COMPANY GROWTH AND 

THE THREE D'S OF BUSINESS 
IN THE MODERN AGE



What strategies are you using to reach your target market,

promote your offerings, and generate sales and revenue?

MARKETING & SALES PLANTIMELINE

This is the part that investors focus on most. Be sure to

include relevant team bios and why your management

personnel are the right people for their jobs. Investors very

often invest in people more than products.

MILESTONES, METRICS, & MANAGEMENT

How much capital does your business need to get started or

to grow? Where it will be spent? How much money do you

plan on bringing in? Where will you spend it once it comes?

FINANCE



INVESTORS & FUNDING

WHERE DO ENTREPRENEURS GET
THEIR MONEY?
Entrepreneurship is a capitalist game. The most common source of capital is the

founder’s own savings.

Sure this is a safe and no barrier way to begin your first steps as an independent

entrepreneur, but what happens when you run out of money or when you need more

capital to get your business to the next level?

This is when you must start to raise funds and begin the search for your first investor.



Don’t be

desperate

FINDING FUNDING

Share your story

with passion

Identify your

customer base &

potential revenue

Sell the investor

milestones, not

product

Investors are

your advisors

Prove how your

product will add

value to the market



ATTRACTING INVESTORS

Investors need to know who the main members of the company are, 
their background, and their prior experience with other startups.

TEAM

You need to show investors that you have a product that is unique and
ready to enter the market.

READY PRODUCT

If you don't have a ready product just yet, you need to show that there is
a need or a want for your product. Ex: conduct surveys, sign ups before
launching, etc.

READY CUSTOMERS

Your personal brand matters just as much as the company brand. Your
network and influencer power/status will help attract investors.

BRAND



IDENTIFYING TYPES OF FUNDERS

SEED
FUNDING

PRE SEED
FUNDING

ANGEL 
INVESTORS

EARLY STAGE FUNDING CATEGORIES

This is the first official equity funding stage. It includes founders, friends, family,

incubators, venture capital companies, etc...

Seed funding helps a company to finance its first steps, such as: product

development, market research, and hiring your first employee.

This stage refers to the period in which a company's founders are first getting their

operations off the ground. 

The capital is coming in directly from the founders themselves, friends, family, and

supporters.

This is the most common type of investor in the "seed funding stage."

Angel investors tend to go for riskier ventures and expect an equity stake in the

company in exchange for their investment. 



IDENTIFYING TYPES OF FUNDERS

SERIES B
FUNDING

SERIES A
FUNDING

SERIES C
FUNDING

EARLY STAGE FUNDING CATEGORIES

Once a business is past its development stage, they look to series B investors to bring their
business to the next level.
Companies that go through Series B rounds are well-established and have developed substantial
user bases. They typically value between $30 million and $60 million. 
At this stage, the same key investors from earlier rounds are involved, as well as additional
venture capital firms that specialize in later stage investing.

Once a business has created an established record, they may move on to Series A funding to
optimize their user base and product offerings.
This funding stage can raise anywhere from $2 million to $15 million.
At this stage, the investors that are involved typically come from traditional venture capital
firms. Companies also use equity crowdfunding in order to generate capital.

Companies that make it to this stage are already successful and are looking for additional
funding to scale their business by developing new products, expanding into new markets, or even
acquiring other companies.
At this stage, they typically end their external equity funding and secure bigger investors such as
hedge funds, investment banks, private equity firms and big secondary market groups.



PROTECTING
YOUR COMPANY

Now that your business plan is complete, it is vital that you immediately
protect your intellectual property. 

It is never too early to take this important step. You will bypass common
obstacles such as realizing that another company is using a variant of
your name after you have been in operation for a few years. 

You are now getting sued and will most likely have to rebrand everything. 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ROUNDUP



The Basics

protects literary, dramatic,

musical, & artistic works

COPYRIGHT

protects words, phrases,

slogans, logos, & symbols

TRADEMARK

protects inventions that are

useful, novel, & non-obvious

PATENT



WORD MARKS

LOGO MARKS
VS

COMMONLY
ASKED

QUESTIONS
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TRADEMARK TYPES



COMMONLY
ASKED

QUESTIONS

CAN I
TRADEMARK
MY NAME?



To trademark a name,

you MUST find a business

use for it, which fits into

one of the categories of

products and services.

The name of the brand is  

trademarked.

MAYBE



WHY DO
COMPANIES
REGISTER IN
DELAWARE?

COMMONLY
ASKED

QUESTIONS



65%
OF FORTUNE 500 COMPANIES HAVE

INCORPORATED IN DELAWARE.



Delaware corporate law contains rules and provisions
that are friendly to corporations and executives.

Companies incorporated in Delaware are subject to
Delaware corporate law, even if their headquarters
are in other states.

Security against corporate law changes that could
negatively affect corporations, as Delaware's
economy is largely based on franchise tax (e.g. they
do not have sales tax, and their property taxes
income is low, as most companies prefer to have
headquarters elsewhere, like NY or California).

Good quality court system, rich case law, efficiency
and predictability regarding corporate disputes.



Follow Us

@pnlawyers

@newyorkcitylawyers

@pnlawyers

@Pardalis&Nohavicka

@nyclawyers

@PardalisNohavickaLLPNewYork
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Q&A
SUBMIT YOUR QUESTIONS!


